
   松立假期 1888-266-8988 

  

Japan, Korea|10-Day Getaway 
 
 
✈ Departure date：9/04、9/18、10/02、10/16、11/3、11/27、12/04 

Cherry blossom season 3/15-4/10, the tour fee add $200 

Maple season 10/28-11/26, tour fee add $200 

【Package included】 

✔ 2-Night Tokyo Metropolitan Hotel, 2-Night Osaka City Center Hotel. 4-night in a 4-star hotel in Korea 

✔ Transportations, Chinese tour guide, attraction tickets & bus tickets 

✔ Daily breakfast, 5 lunches, 7 dinners 

✔ Korean graffiti show, Gyeongbokgung Palace hanbok experience 

【Package excluded】 

✘ International airfare 

✘ Daily tip for tour guide and driver, USD 10 recommended per day/person  

✘ Drinks/Beverages at restaurants except for Matsuchi holidays 

 

Double Room: USD$3,199 up per person 

Single Supplement: $899 

 

DAY 1 Fly internationally to Tokyo, Japan                                                   

DAY 2 Arrival in Tokyo - Transfer to hotel for rest 

Breakfast: Plane meal|Lunch: Self-care|Dinner: Shabu Shabu, a Japanese frost cattle 

Hotel: Grand Prince Takanaw or similar 

 

DAY 3 Tokyo Bay Cruise - Asakusa Kaminon - Skytree - Shibuya - Ginza - Shinjuku  

Tokyo Bay Cruise Boat Tour: Sumida River (If time permits, test tour of the latest Galaxy Duo Road 999 cruise will 

be arranged) 

Asakusa Kamin-ji Temple and Nakamise Shopping Street: Tokyo's most popular must-visit classics 

Tokyo Skytree: The observation deck of Tokyo Skytree, the world's second tallest tower at 634 meters, offers a 

panoramic view of Tokyo. 

In memory of Kanda Myojin in the 1300th year of Edo: Kanda Myojin is the "patron saint of Edo". In contrast to the 

lively electronic town next to it, Akihabara is a quiet shrine 

The latest tide point Shibuya Scramble Square: 270 meters above Shibuya overlooking Tokyo! The top-floor 

outdoor landscape facility, SHIBUYA SKY, not only offers an endless view of Tokyo and Shibuya Crossing, a 

popular crossing of Japan and overseas, but also a 360-degree view of Mt. Fuji and Skytree 

Ginza Avenue: Tokyo's most bustling street. Ginza is known for its elegance, grace and maturity and romance 

*Special Tour* Night Exploration, Shinjuku Night Ten Kabukicho Ichiban Street (guided tour by JR National 

Railway, 2 people). 

Breakfast: Hotel|Lunch: Japanese Cuisine | Dinner: Japanese BBQ 

Hotel: Grand Prince Takanaw or similar 

 

DAY 4 Imperial Palace Gaien - Lake Ashi - Numazu Fish Market - Shizuoka Tea Garden Tea Ceremony - 

Hamanako Onsen  

Tokyo Imperial Palace Outer Garden + Futabashi 

Lake Ashi Cruise: Specially arranged 'pirate ship' tour overlooking Mt. Fuji and Hakone Shrine at a high cost 

Numazu Fish Market: Numazu Fishing Port, with its beautiful view of Mt. Fuji, where merchants bid for fish and eat 

fresh, delicious and cheap seafood 

Shizuoka Tea Garden Study: A special Japanese tea ceremony experience 



Lake Hamana: Located in Shizuoka Prefecture, Lake Hamana is not only famous for its all-over wooden barrel eel 

rice, but also home to the famous Kanzanji Onsen area in the Tokai region of Japan 

Breakfast: Hotel|Lunch: Cho or seafood cuisine|Dinner: Hot spring cuisine 

Hotel: SAGO Royal Hotel or similar 

 

DAY 5 Shizuoka - Kyoto - Arashiyama Train - Fushimi Inari Taisha Shrine - Kinkakuji Temple - Osaka  

RIDE THE ARASHIYAMA SAGANO ROMANCETRAIN* CLASSICAL TRAIN 

Arashiyama Scenic Area: Arashiyama is a popular attraction in Kyoto, with its own dense shrines and temples, 

especially Arashiyama's most classic bamboo forest path, Togetsu Bridge, Nomiya Shrine, Tenryuji Temple, etc. are 

classic must-visits 

Fushimi Inari Taisha Shrine, Senbon Torii: Fushimi Inari Taisha Shrine is a super popular tourist attraction in Kyoto, 

especially the Senbon Torii Gate of Fushimi Inari Taisha Shrine is famous for its international classic 

World Heritage Site [Kinkaku-ji]: Visit a temple covered with gold leaf and witness the amazing World Heritage 

Site 

Osaka Umeda Underground Street: Experience a huge shopping area nicknamed "Labyrinth" by locals 

Breakfast: Hotel|Lunch: Kyoto Cuisine|Dinner: Shopping at your own expense 

Hotel：Rihga Royal Osaka or similar 

 

DAY 6 Osaka Castle - Kuromon Market - Shinsaibashi - Nara Jinka Park Todaiji Temple  

Osaka Castle: One of the three most famous castles in Japan (castle towers at your own expense) 

Kuromon Market: Osaka's must-see food spot! There are many fresh seafood, king crab, sea urchin, sashimi, wagyu 

beef, oden and other famous delicacies!! 

Shinsaibashi and Dotonbori: Osaka's liveliest shopping district, which is never less crowded during the day or at 

night, is a favorite shopping, cosmeceutical, and food paradise for travelers 

Nara Kamika Park Todaiji Temple: Visit Todaiji Temple, a World Heritage Site, for a close encounter with a deer in 

Kaminji Park 

Breakfast: Hotel|Lunch: Self-care|Dinner: Farewell Dinner, Four Seasons Colorful Crab Banquet 

Hotel: Rihga Royal Osaka or similar 

 

DAY 7 Osaka Airport - Seoul, South Korea - Bukchon Hanok Village - Insadong - Head to the hotel to rest  

After hotel check-out, transfer by private car to Osaka Airport and check in to Seoul, South Korea 

Upon arrival in Korea, you will be greeted by a professional guide and will begin your half-day trip and be taken to a 

restaurant to taste the century-old Korean ginseng soup. 

Then stop at the hotel and prepare for the exciting trip that starts tomorrow. 

Bukchon Hanok Village: Experience traditional Korean traditional houses and crafts. You can experience and get 

close to traditional Korean culture inside the hanok. 

Insadong: With its many galleries, art galleries and antique shops, it is a famous art and culture street in Korea that is 

popular with foreign tourists. 

Flights arriving in Seoul after noon will not be available for this half-day itinerary. 

Breakfast: Hotel|Lunch: Airplane Meal|Dinner: Korean Centennial Ginseng Chicken Soup 

HOTEL: NOVOTEL or similar 

 

DAY 8 Namsan Seoul Tower (by cable car) - North and South Korea border - Ginseng specialty store  

Namsan Seoul Tower: Take the cable car to [Namsan Park]—is the location of the Seoul landmark N Namsan Seoul 

Tower, with a "roof terrace" with love locks and tens of thousands of love locks, it is a representative love spot in 

Korea. 

North and South Korea Border-38th Parallel: This demilitarized zone divides the entire Korean Peninsula into north 

and south and crosses the corner of the 38th parallel. 

War Reservations: Imjingak, Freedom Bridge, and Wangbai Altar are Korean representative sightseeing spots where 

visitors can experience the importance of peace. 
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Imjingak is the place where exchanges between the North and the South are most frequent and active, and it is the 

most popular tourist spot in Gyeonggi Province for foreign tourists. 

Ginseng specialty store: Korean ginseng is undoubtedly synonymous with ginseng. The famous medical books of 

the Liang Dynasty in China also recorded that "the best ginseng was produced in Korea." 

Breakfast: Hotel|Lunch: Rich beef bone snow soup (Michelin recommended)|Dinner: Michelin one星韓國烤牛肉 

HOTEL: NOVOTEL or similar 

 

DAY 9 Gyeongbokgung Palace - Hanbok DIY - Blue House - Korean Traditional Culture Experience Camp 

(Kimchi DIY) - Graffiti Show - Myeongdong  

Gyeongbokgung Palace: As the first palace of the Joseon Dynasty (the palace where the king lived), its largest 

features are the vast palaces and orderly buildings. It is the largest palace with the most beautiful architectural 

design. Arrange VIP experience Hanbok here and make good memories. 

Blue House: The Blue House is the presidential palace of South Korea, and in the past, the Blue House as the 

residence space of the president of South Korea has always been a place of curiosity. Now, 74 years later, the 

enigmatic Blue House has finally opened to the public. The main building is backed by the Beiyue Mountain, and 

the tiles and the curved production roof are very beautiful.  

Korean Traditional Culture Experience Camp: Kimchi is made by professional instructors.  

Dinner will be arranged with a traditional Korean court-style banquet, and you can choose freely after the dinner, 

enjoy the traditional dance cultural performance, or graffiti show at your own expense. 

Myeongdong: Myeongdong is a shopping paradise with its unique charm that attracts crowds. It is most popular with 

young people in their 20~30s as well as foreign tourists. 

Graffiti Show: The No. 1 Korean Graffiti Show for Three Consecutive Years · Use 3D stereoscopic projection 

technology to present the paintings, giving you a visual feast of amazement · Whether it is sketching, oil painting, 

sand painting, light sculpture, dazzling color, luminous painting can be seen · Inter-language performance, you can 

integrate without knowing Korean. 

Breakfast: Hotel|Lunch: Troop Pot + Spicy Fried Rice Cake| Dinner: A traditional Korean court banquet 

HOTEL: NOVOTEL or similar 

 

DAY 10 Seoul Airport - Sweet Home  

After breakfast at the hotel, transfer by private car to Seoul Incheon Airport to end the pleasant trip to Japan and 

Korea. We look forward to seeing each other next time~ 
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